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Abstract—This paper introduces a framework that aims to support the design and development of mobile services. The traditional innovation process and its supporting instruments in form of creativity tools, acceptance research and user-generated content analysis are screened for potentials for improvement. The result is a reshaped innovation process where acceptance research and user-generated content analysis are fully integrated within a creativity tool. Advantages of this method are the enhancement of design relevant information for developers and designers and the possibility to forecast market success.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past decades people’s communication and information behavior changed dramatically as new interactive media became mass phenomena. Internet provides any information somebody could need and mobile phones enable communication anywhere and anytime. By the end of 2008 more than 4 billion people owned a mobile phone which is more than 60 % of world population. Convergence of these two media in form of so called smart phones opens up a whole new marked for various kinds of mobile services which already account for a huge part of the revenues in the mobile business. Predictions concerning their market success are crucial to design and development of such services as they often require high investments in infrastructure. Unfortunately traditional methods of technology acceptance research do not apply for interactive media as two striking examples will illustrate.

Short message service (SMS) was initially not developed for the C2C market and in 1995 owners of GSM-enabled mobile phones sent on average 0.4 text messages per month. In 2009 the average US teenager sent about 1500 text messages per month. It actually became a “killer application” though its success was not forecasted.

The case of mobile TV is different. A study released in 2007 [26] predicted a market volume of more than 655 million Euro for 2012 in Germany. In reality mobile TV failed to become a real success all over Europe [21]. Obviously a new way of supporting design and development and predicting market success is needed.

Traditionally innovation support tools and methods are used from the beginning of the design and development process to gather and evaluate ideas for an innovative service. Acceptance research is conducted at the earliest when a prototype has been built. User-generated content is analyzed only after market launch in order to find out what people liked about the product or what they did not like. Therefore it only supports incremental innovations of the existing service according to the user comments. This procedure does not come up with the very fast development within the market, is very costly and predictions of market success are nearly impossible. Moreover the full potential of the three included parts which are innovation support, acceptance research and user-generated content analysis is not tapped.

This new framework ought to solve problems of development dynamics in mobile business, enhance design relevance of acceptance research and enable radical innovations as well as incremental ones. Moreover it should be possible to do this computer-aided in real-time. Therefore it is planned to integrate acceptance research as well as analysis of user-generated content in the very first stage of idea generation of the service innovation process.

The central research question is therefore: What are requirements for a software solution that is able to detect acceptance factors at an early stage by analyzing user-generated content? Several further research questions arise within this context: Is it possible to find design relevant acceptance factors by analyzing user-generated content? Are these factors more design relevant than those from conventional acceptance research? Is it possible to predict acceptance of mobile services by analyzing user-generated content? Are these predictions relevant for business?

The paper is composed as follows. The theoretical base is elaborated in the first part. It consists of three main parts which are innovation support tools and methods, user acceptance measurement and user-generated content analysis. This chapter also includes brief descriptions of the state-of-the-art methods and techniques in these areas. The second part deals in detail with the proposed framework that ought to support design and development of mobile services. This chapter is structured by addressing the main problems of traditional methods. Finally an outlook of planned future research activities in this context and some concluding remarks are provided.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Innovation Support Tools and Methods

Usually a difference is made between product and process innovation as well as between incremental and radical innovation. In the context of this paper the second differentiation is more important than the first one as the goal is to support radical innovations. Unlike incremental innovations that try to improve existing products or services radical innovations are completely new products or services [10].

The traditional innovation process which is depicted in Fig. 1 starts with idea generation which is followed by concept development. Then a prototype is designed and the product is tested “in the market”. This step is followed by market launch.

Fig. 1 Five steps of the traditional innovation process

Creativity techniques and tools are often implemented in the first phase of idea generation. These tools include intuitive and discursive methods that act as heuristics more than algorithms. A very popular intuitive method is brainstorming. Morphological analysis is a well-known discursive tool.

Web 2.0 principles offer possibilities to include users in the innovation process. Innovation networks, open innovation initiatives, perpetual beta toolkits are gaining importance especially in the context of software development [16]. Another method of user inclusion is the lead user concept where so called lead users are identified which is a tricky task and then involved in form of innovation workshops [13].

Again web technologies allow easier collaboration of companies and users as they provide interactive communication [2]. All these concepts have in common that the involved users are completely aware of being part of the innovation process. Attempts to include user-generated content analysis into the innovation process like feature based opinion mining aim to achieve incremental innovations. Some approaches also address user acceptance within the innovation process like the Dynamic Approach for Re-evaluating Technologies and Compass-Model [1].

B. Measuring User Acceptance

User acceptance research tries to find out why people adopt and use a certain technology. There exist different types of models that are commonly used for explanation of acceptance.

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM): Davis developed TAM [5] based on two earlier theories that deal with people’s behavior which are Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behavior [8]. According to TAM perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness will affect the user’s attitude and lead to the behavioral intention of usage. TAM is the most popular and well tested model that has often been extended and there exist numerous derivates of it.

Task Technology Fit Model (TTFM): Main assumption of TTFM [11] is that the systems’ abilities to help the user with his task have to fit the user’s task. Consistency of these two constructs has been tested in voluntary and mandatory settings especially in organizational contexts.

Dynamic Models: Time is the dynamic component of dynamic models. Most often different levels of acceptance are observed regarding to several phases or periods. A popular example for a dynamic model is the Dynamic Phase Model [15] but also Innovation Diffusion Theory [Rogers] can be regarded as a dynamic model of technology acceptance though diffusion and acceptance can not be set equal in general.

Compound models: Sometimes two or more models are merged in order to get a new model or parts of existing models are combined. An example is the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) [28]. Among the eight models cumulated in UTAUT is TAM as well as the Theory of Planned Behavior.

Flow-models: Flow experience is an important concept of technology acceptance research. It is defined as the result of a joyful activity [4]. In the Four Channel Flow-Model [14] flow is achieved by matching abilities and challenges. The user’s perception of this match is indispensable for the state of flow.

C. User-generated Content Analysis

User-generated content analysis aims to extract information and furthermore observe structures within content that is provided by users. There exist various sources of user-generated content in the web like blogs, postings in social media or on platforms and newsgroups, customer reviews and test reports etc. Most of them are highly unstructured text documents in natural language this is why immediate mining of the text is impossible. There is need to somehow extract information out of the text, put it in a data base and then mine it for patterns and structures [19]. Partially-filled data bases allow integration of both processes like proposed in Extraction-Mining Random Fields [18].

The authors suggest a combined procedure of information extraction and data mining based on statistical machine learning and probabilistic models where results from both processes are input of the other one performing a “closed loop”.

One way of discriminating approaches to the task of content analysis is linguistic-semantic versus positivist-statistic [17]. A purely linguistic method would try to really understand the meaning of each text document whereas a statistical respectively positivist approach would be based on frequencies of tokens only but not regarding their meaning at all. Adding semantic information to text documents is done in two fundamentally different ways. The first approach requires semantically enriched reference structures that are carefully designed in advanced to be able to handle data structure. The other approach is based on reconstruction of semantics by doing analysis. This reconstruction approach allows automated processes whereas the design of semantic reference structures needs human intellectual abilities [9].

A very fundamental differentiation of methods is supervised versus unsupervised learning. In the case of
unsupervised learning the data is screened for similarities and then clustered in order to give a summary-like overview of important topics. If the topics or categories of interest are already known supervised learning is the appropriate approach. Supervised learning techniques require intellectual categorization of input-output combinations so called labeling in the information extraction process. A special form is semi-supervised learning where not all of the documents need to be labeled by hand but the machine is trained by labeling a training set by hand and automating the rest which reduces the time effort needed [19]. Training methods for classification of text documents can be either discriminative, generative or hybrid [6]. Popular generative approaches are naïve Bayes or Expectation-Maximation techniques. Transductive support vector machines, co-training, logistic regression or nearest-neighbor method are commonly used for discriminative classifiers [20]. Generative training is preferable if the amount of training data is low because it will provide better accuracy than discriminative training. Hybrid approaches can combine advantages of both methods and therefore outperform them [6].

Conditional Random Fields is a widely used method that is non-generative and enables inclusion of dependent features of text like capitalization, neighboring words etc that can aid classification. The conditional distribution with an associated graphical structure is called a conditional random field [27]. Hidden Markov Model is also a graphical approach but unlike Conditional Random Fields it is a directed model for sequential data [23].

Tools for classification of text documents are either binary or m-ary (m > 2). Binary classifiers decide whether a document belongs to a category independent from their decision on other categories whereas m-ary classifiers produce ranked lists of categories for each document including confidence scores for each candidate and then threshold on the ranks of possible categories [29].

Generalized expectation is a set of criteria that can be applied to models like Conditional Random Fields and will use prior information concerning input factors to learn from them. This method is called active learning as the most indicative labelings are used to improve further classification [7].

III. FRAMEWORK PROPOSAL

A. Capturing the Potentials for Improvement of the Traditional Process

The very first step towards a new framework has to be a thorough analysis of the existing process. The traditional process and the supporting tools are depicted in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2 Traditional links of innovation support tools, acceptance research and UGC analysis to the innovation process](image)

Usually the idea generation and idea selection is supported by creativity techniques. These methods do not take into account factors of user acceptance except for some dynamic models. These dynamic models do so because they include the whole innovation process. This is why once again actual acceptance research takes place at the earliest when a prototype has been built. In this case a group of users is equipped with the new product respectively service and is therefore able to test it. Acceptance data is subsequently gathered by questioning. Questionnaires are mostly composed of standardized items. As said before this is the form of acceptance research that provides result most early. More often than that acceptance research is conducted for existing products or services that are already in use. Again the most common data gathering method is using standardized questionnaires. This is a very time consuming procedure as the whole process of questionnaire design, user sampling, questioning and data evaluation must be gone through. As the mobile service market is a highly dynamic market with short product and service lifecycles this fact exposes the first potential for improvement in the traditional process: Acceptance research must take place in the very first phase of idea generation and leave the common path of questionnaire-based surveys to come up with dynamics of the market.

The questionnaire-based data gathering also brings up another problem. Acceptance factors that are tested are often very fuzzy constructs that are not intersubjectively comprehensible. For example “ease of use” does not mean the same thing to person A and person B. They are also highly aggregated in order to receive research models that allow structural equation modeling. These facts uncover a second challenge within the traditional framework: Common acceptance factors lack relevance for design and development of new mobile services as shown in prior research [22].

User-generated content analysis is usually done for products and services that are already launched. Methods like feature based opinion mining try to find out which parts or characteristics of a product or service users liked or did not like. This information can then be used for incremental innovations of the existing product or service. Here is another
potential for improvement: Support must be provided for radical innovations as well as for incremental innovations.

In order to sum up the potentials they are listed below:
- coming up with the dynamics of development
- enhancing design relevance
- enabling radical innovations

B. Reshaping the process within a new framework

The next step is the design of the new framework on the basis of the potentials captured beforehand. Fig. 3 shows the inclusion of acceptance research and user-generated content analysis within the idea generation phase.

Inclusion of acceptance research in the idea generation step is possible if some pre-conditions are considered. Acceptance factors are people’s motives that cause the behavioral intention of adoption and further usage of the product or service. These motives can be seen as requirements or needs. In this case as there are no empirical values from real usage as the product or service is only about to be developed it is reasonable to take a look at currently successful services and products and find out which motives they address. A very useful model of motivation is Reiss-model [24]. It includes 16 basic desires of human beings that are listed in table 1 and aims to cover all areas of motives. These basic desires represent a given canonical list that does not need changes or enlargement just because technological development goes on. The proportions of importance of motives might change as well as the ways to address them but not the motives themselves.

User behavior can be measured by download numbers instead of questioning behavioral intentions by using standardized items. The behavioral intention usually subsumes planned usage, willingness to pay and intentions to recommend the product or service. This additional information can be found in customer reviews where people who already use the product or service recommend it to others and also tell them why. This user-generated content is provided voluntarily and is not manipulated by survey problems like answer bias or else. Moreover the user is not fully aware of being integrated in the innovation process which might also cause bias.

It is useful to reduce the enormous amount of user-generated content that is available in the web in order to get more focused information. First of all only content that was provided by people who use the product or service should be taken into consideration. They report their motives from experience and not only from imagination. Moreover it is necessary to be able to assign each piece of content to a certain product or service in order to receive information about the market success of it expressed by download numbers.

It would be possible to use unsupervised clustering methods that provide a list of salient topics in the numerous text documents. This approach would not lead to a learning system that matches customer reviews as text documents with motives that are acceptance factors. Therefore it would not enable an always improving forecasting tool and neither assure design relevance of the information provided. Supervised learning could provide most accurate data but the huge number of customer reviews that were to classify manually impedes this solution. User motives can also be extracted automatically from the user-generated content by using semi-supervised machine learning techniques that are described above.

The first step is the manual annotation of trainings data using the 16 basic desires as classes. The machine learning tool will then automatically annotate further data using heuristics that predict annotation. Accuracy of the machine-based annotation can be evaluated by means of precision measures. As a first result proportions of important motives are provided.

The next thing to do is find out which products or services did address the motives best. This is done by simply comparing the reviews assigned to the product or service
regarding their annotations. Then best practice examples can be extracted.

Finally prognosis can be obtained by comparing motives assigned to the product or service in question with the general proportions of motives and best practice examples.

C. Coming up with Dynamics of Development

The automated analysis of the user-generated content allows real-time observance of proportional changes of motive importance as well as of services that address these motives best. Moreover it enables immediate usage of this information for the design and development process avoiding time consuming intermediate steps. The results are on hand when needed and the continuous analysis avoids obsoleteness.

D. Enhancing Design Relevance

The idea generation is supported by acceptance factors that are not fuzzy concepts. Instead of high aggregation levels very basic information concerning motives is provided. This information is enriched by best practice examples that allow creative realization of design that addresses users’ motives. Designers and developers can trace back motives to design of successful services and if needed full user statements. This possibility solves the problem of intersubjective comprehension.

E. Enabling Radical Innovations

Radical innovations are enabled as the information is at hand at the beginning of the innovation process before investment has been made. Secondly it is about providing an environment for creative design which allows radical innovations as well as incremental innovations for existing products after market launch. The results of the analysis and the best practice examples can be regarded as a focused creativity tool that already considers user acceptance while generating ideas for innovative products and services.

IV. OUTLOOK

A. Technological implementation

The framework that is presented in this paper has not been implemented technologically yet but it is planned to do so soon. Apple’s AppStore will be the data source for the first experiment as it is suitable for several reasons. First of all it offers customer reviews in a structured form for its apps. The number of reviews is sufficiently high as there are many users. Finally it provides only reviews written by people that have downloaded the app.

Information extraction will be computed using an existing semi-supervised learning tool that enables automated annotation and classification of the customer reviews. The tool that will be used is called GATE [3]. It is an architecture that enables various tasks of language processing including tools for information extraction, classification, visualization and evaluation of precision.

The customer reviews will be supplied to GATE and then a training set will be annotated manually. This is to say motives are assigned to the single reviews. Moreover download numbers and app names will be matched with the text. After this training it will be necessary to evaluate the precision of the machine-based annotation. Therefore the machine learning tool will annotate parts of training data based on the information from the rest of the manually annotated training data. Then the results of the manual and the machine annotation process will be compared. In case the result of this precision test is not satisfying the training set will be enlarged otherwise the machine-based annotation and classification of the rest of the data can be computed.

The expected results will show which motives are currently most important acceptance factors. Moreover it will be possible to find out which apps addressed these factors best. On the other hand it will also be possible to predict download numbers of a rather new app by feeding the machine with some already existing customer reviews concerning this app and let it forecast the annotation and classification as well as download number itself. These data is then compared to current motive importance and together with the download prediction provides important information for further development.

B. Test and evaluation

Evaluation will take place regarding the main goals that were to achieve:

The first evaluation criterion will be design relevance. According to design science principles [12] a system should be evaluated regarding its ability to solve the problem it ought to. Therefore expert interviews or an expert discussion will be the most reasonable methods to choose. These experts will be five to 15 software developers and service designers as they are the main addressees of design relevant acceptance information. They will be asked whether they find the information they get design relevant or not which is the simplest way of testing the extent to which the target has been reached. Moreover there should be a comparison to acceptance factors in traditional research.

The second criterion for evaluation will be precision of forecast. Two ways of evaluation are imaginable. One is to design apps based on the information the system provides and then observe there market success in form of download numbers. Shortcoming of this method is that it suppresses the influence of creativity. The information that is provided does not automatically lead to a successful service as creativity is still an important part of the process. It will be more useful to analyze the user-generated content related to new apps and try to forecast the success of these particular apps at an early stage. Comparison of forecast and realized download numbers will show forecast precision.

V. CONCLUSION

This framework does not aim to create an autonomous robot that automatically designs successful mobile services but to provide an environment that is able to support developers and designers during the creative process of creating mobile services. They shall receive design relevant
information in order to enhance the probability of designing well-accepted mobile services as the user-generated content is pre-processed and interpreted for them. It is about support of creativity not replacement.

Moreover the forecasting possibility is an opportunity to predict market success at an early stage and therefore avoid high cost and effort of further development as well as of time consuming and expensive market surveys.
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